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For my teammates Charlie and Mattie, 
who believed I could do this



CHAPTER  ONECHAPTER  ONE

Pick Me!



Meet me: Hoof.

I don’t know what 
I did wrong…

I knew how 
to lean on my 

teammates.

Unmatched control 
of the ball …

and perfect assists!

They just didn’t 
appreciate my talent.

Before my team 
kicked me out, I was 
a star on the pitch.
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No one could 
match my skill…

C’mon, Wedgie 
Wayne isn’t the 

worst nickname in 
the world, is it??

Or my speed…

Or my strength.

(I meant to 
do that.)

(I meant to do 
that too!)
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I just couldn’t figure it out.

WANTED:
Creatures of any kind who like 
to kick around a round object.

If you can run/swim/jump/dig/
wiggle as fast as lightning – we want 
YOU to join the MOST EXCITING 

TEAM YOU’VE EVER SEEN!! 

Meet with manager Serena Winmer 
TODAY if you have what it takes. 

BAD UNITED needs you!
 

WARNING:
Risk of being trampled, set on fire,  
drenched in water/slime/slobber,  

launched into space, magicked into 
something entirely different.

Maybe I need 
a new team!


